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Power Engineering Corporation (PEC) was established in 
1922. PEC has since flourished into a full service 
mechanical company with in house engineering and 
design capabilities, a highly trained mechanical 
construction division, a state of the art 24-hour service 
fleet, and sheet metal fabrication and installation 
capabilities. PEC specializes in design-build projects but 
we have a presence in the plan and spec market. Our 
value engineering skills are unparalleled when trying to 
get a project in on budget. PEC competes in the following 
venues: industrial, laboratory, hospital, commercial and 
textile markets. We also enjoy a great deal of work locally from institutions of higher education 
and other private sector markets. PEC client base includes such industry powerhouses as, 
Cargill Foods, TJ Maxx, Offset Paperback, and Shop Rite Markets.

Engineering
We are a full service mechanical engineering and construction firm. PEC’s capabilities include 
initial design, conceptual cost evaluation, value engineering, system installation and 
commissioning. We have the specialized ability to design systems for complex industrial 
applications where temperature and humidity conditions are an essential component of the 
manufacturing process. Our early involvement in your mechanical design projects can produce 
significant savings and assure system performance.

Mechanical Construction
We have been successfully installing our mechanical designs as well as the plan and spec 
projects we have been awarded for over 80 years. We are well versed in a wide variety of piping 
systems including natural and liquefied gas, hydraulic, vacuum, high pressure nitrogen, 
compressed air, steam, direct expansion refrigerant lines, chilled water and condenser water. 
We also handle the rigging of all the equipment we furnish.

Sheet Metal
We have fabrication and erection capabilities for all your ductwork needs. We can fabricate or 
supply specialty items such as hoods, access doors, dampers, etc. for those odd sizes that our 
impossible to find or require to long a lead time. The coil line and plasma cutter are operated by 
the “Quick Pen” and “Vulcan” systems which are the best 3-Demensional CAD programs in the 
industry. We are able to receive timely response for all of our project needs with these 
technological capabilities as well as the talent of the highly experienced crews that fabricate and 
install the materials.

HVAC Service 
We have a fleet of highly trained service technicians ready to perform preventative maintenance 
work as well as breakdown service in a timely efficient manner. We are the oldest service 
organization in our area and are priced competitively. Please call or email our service sales 
manager, Tim Skopic, for an estimate on maintaining your valuable investment. We will be 
happy to design a plan to meet your company’s specific needs.

Building & Process Controls
We design, install and maintain electric, electronic, pneumatic and digital control systems.
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